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It  is said that  Horowitz once remarked  that  Op.10 No.1 was the most  difficult  of
Chopin’ s études.  Personally,  I  think  he was wrong,  for  it  is this work,  in  my
estimation,  that  is the most  difficult  out  of  Op.10 and  25. This work  is, on close
scrutiny, a very clever  rewri te of Op.10 No.1, and whilst one might  comment  on the
essential  simplicity of the left- and right-hand figures, the formal  conception of the
humble étude have been expanded and combined with plangent  technical  resources
to produce a work  of the most awesome cogency. Whilst Op.10 No.1 may have been
the inspiration for  this work,  there are, once again, elements of  other  Op.25 works
within  this  étude;  delicate  cross-rhythms  and  syncopations,  off-  and  on-beat
accented  notes,  and,  of  course,  a full  four-voice contrapuntal  line that  is both
harmony and melody, a constant  reminder  of Chopin’s love of the music of Bach. I
would even go so far  as to say  that  this is Chopin’ s reinvention  of  the fugue in
Romantic guise.

As with No.11, there is no easy way to learn this piece, except to sit down at the
keyboard and learn each pair  of 4 bar  phrases in turn.  The figuration, whilst not
very difficult, does require a very high level of concentration of the part  of the
pianist, with a profusion of repeated notes within each semi-quaver  quadruplet  that
moreover  are not matched between the hands. (Another  example of the hands
working separately, yet in perfect synchronisation.) I  would suggest starting at half
speed (or even less) with both hands, playing mezzo forte throughout  and omitting
any accented notes. Oddly enough, the accents will happen qui te naturally as your
speed increases, as they are, for the most part, always at either  the top or the bottom
of the sweeping arabesques. However, pay very close attention to those places where
accented notes should NOT be struck;  this is particularly noticeable in the right-
hand figuration, where they do not necessarily match the left-hand accented notes. 



The modulations in the central  section (bars 20-46) are extremely difficult and
happen very quickly one after  the other, yet they must be executed in strict tempo
and with no hint  of awkwardness. The same applies to the modulations in the final
section of the work – they must be totally seamless and in time. The use of the pedal
in this work is critical;  strangely enough, the rule for using the pedal  is very similar
to op.10 No.11, namely, if the figuration is constant  in a single bar, use the pedal  for
the enti re bar, otherwise release and re-apply for each change in figure, e.g. bars 7
and 8. Note also that  sometimes the pedal  must be held for longer than one bar;  this
is where the figuration has been extended by Chopin as a means of manipulating the
phrase length, e.g. bars 23-24, 27-28, 71-72 (but  there are others, which I  am sure
you will recognize).


